
Thorstein Skarning

The  leading  Scandinavian  bandleaders  of  Minneapolis  in  the  late
twenties and early thirties were the Norwegian Thorstein Skarning and
the Swede  Ted  Johnson.  Both played traditional  dance  tunes true  to
their ethnic traditions, but they also performed in a manner that showed
American influences. Unlike popular musicians in Scandinavia, however,
these  Minnesotans did not  play  the  old-country folk  tunes associated
with  the  traditional  hardanger  fiddle;  the  traditional  pieces  in  their
repertoires included only music called "Gammaldans," the simplest, most
easily learned dance pieces, similar to the waltz, schottische, and polka
to  which  the  Germans  and Czechs  in  the  vicinity  danced.  Hence  an
assimilation, an Americanization had begun. As one observer put it, the
Scandinavian-American music  men "took  elements  of  both  Norwegian
(and Swedish) and American cultures and synthesized them into ethnic
humor and music which was different from the original Norwegian and
closer  to  American  cultures,  but  distinct  from  both.  Because  of  the
popularity  of  this  music  and  its  availability  to  all  Scandinavian
Americans through recordings and radio, the 'culture within a culture'
became a distinct entity . . ." The jazz and country fiddle music of the
region were cited as elements that made this ethnic music distinctive.
Two bands exemplifying this  synthetic  quality,  especially  the  unusual
admixture  of  hillbilly  western  and  ethnic  music,  were  very  popular
Norwegian  entertainment  groups,  the  Thorstein  Skarning  family  band
and the well-known radio personalities, Slim Jim and the Vagabond Kid
of Minneapolis.

Thorstein I. Skarning was a Norwegian immigrant who formed a group in
the 1920s to play Scandinavian music at traveling ethnic stage shows.
His was a rather musical family; his wife sang at performances, and his
two sons,  Thorstein B. and Osmund,  were drummer and accordionist
respectively, joining the group in the 1930s. Quite likely, the younger
Thorstein  occasionally  replaced  his  father  as  leader.  The  Skarning
ensemble finally established a permanent base in the state's largest city
in 1935 and became famous on radio and record, both for performing old
Norwegian  favorites,  particularly  "Farvel  Min  Fedreland"  (Farewell  my
native land) and for blending them with a country-western sound. The
emphasis on the latter was obvious in the name of the band — "Skarning
and his Norwegian Hillbillies" — and they were well known especially for
their thrice-weekly broadcasts on WDGY in Minneapolis.

The younger Skarning took over the band when his father died in 1939,
disbanded  it  during  World  War  II  when he  was in  the  Marines,  and
reformed the ensemble as Skarning's Norske Orchestra in 1946. They
played  the  same  types  of  tunes  as  earlier  at  barn  dances  and  on
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Scandinavian  radio  programs  and  toured  the  region  extensively.
Thorstein also arranged tours for other musicians and became known as
"the hillbilly Hurok of the mid-continent."
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